THE ABSOLUTE GALOIS GROUP OF A PSEUDO REAL CLOSED ALGEBRAIC FIELD DAN HARAN AND MOSHE JARDEN
The absolute Galois group of a PRC (= pseudo real closed) field is characterized as a real projective group. Specifically, it is known that if £ is a PRC field, then its absolute Galois group G(E) is real projective. Conversely, if G is a real projective group, then there exists a PRC field E such that G(E) = G. The construction of E makes it of infinite transcendence degree over Q. However, if a field E is algebraic over Q, then rank G(E) < S o . Therefore it is natural to ask whether for a given real projective group G of rank < S o we may choose E to be algebraic over Q.
There are two reasons for asking this question. First of all, the corresponding question for projective groups and PAC fields is known to have an affirmative answer, since there exist algebraic PAC fields E such that G(E) = F ω = the free profinite group of ranks S o and since every projective group G of rank < S o is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of F ω . A generalization of this fact to real projective groups and PRC fields will be a contribution to the desired description of the closed subgroups of G(Q). Secondly, an affirmative answer to this question will give us a necessary tool to the study of the elementary theory of all PRC fields which are algebraic over Q.
The main goal of this work is indeed to give the desired affirmative answer:
THEOREM. If K is a countable formally real Hilbertian field and G is a real projective group of rank < N o > tnen there exists a PRC algebraic extension E of K such that G(K) = G.
In order to make this introduction self-contained we repeat the basic definitions involved in the Theorem.
A field E is said to be PRC (= pseudo real closed), if every absolutely irreducible variety V defined over K, which has a simple ΛΓ-rational point in every real closed field K containing K, has a A^-rational point.
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of epimorphisms of profinite groups is said to be a real embedding problem for G if for every involution (i.e. element of order 2) g of G such that φ(g) Φ 1 there exists an involution b of B such that a{b) = φ(g). The problem is finite if B is a finite group. A profinite group is said to be real projective if the subset InvG of all involutions of G is closed and every finite real embedding problem (1) for G is solvable, i.e., there exists a homomorphism γ: G -> B such that α°γ = φ.
We sketch here the basic ideas involved in the proof of the Theorem. We choose a closed system X of representatives for the conjugacy classes of Inv G and choose a sequence S of generators for G that converges to 1. Let D = D(X,S) be the real free group in the sense of [6] with the basis (X, S). Then the obvious surjection D -> G induces a cover of the corresponding Artin-Schreier structures [5] . Hence it has a section, and consequently G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of D.
Secondly, we show that the Boolean space X ω = { ± 1} N together with a discrete sequence form a basis for a universal real free group D ω of countable rank, which, among other properties, contains all real free groups of rank < S o as closed subgroups.
Using a theorem of Binz-Neukirch-Wenzel about open subgroups of free product of profinite groups and a method of Lubotzky-v.d . Dries, we embed D ω as a closed normal subgroup of the free real group D ef , where e > 1 and / > 2. Now it is well known that K has an algebraic PRC extension K σ such that G(K σ ) = D ef [5] . By what has been said above K σ has an algebraic extension E such that G(E) = G. By the Prestel extension theorem E is also PRC.
Boolean spaces of countable weight.
A topological space X is a Boolean space if it is an inverse limit of finite discrete spaces. Two other equivalent definitions are:
(a) X is a compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space; (b) X is compact and every JC e X has a basis of closed-open neighbourhoods, whose intersection is {x}.
The following lemma characterizes a subclass of Boolean spaces. Here an inverse limit of topological spaces X = lim X i9 where i ranges over N = (1,2,. ..} with its usual order, is said to be the inverse limit of a sequence of spaces. We leave the proof of the lemma to the reader. Our suggestion is to prove the implications (a) => (b) => (c) => (d) => (a) and (c) => (e) => (f) =* (b). A Boolean space satisfying either of the conditions of Lemma 1.1 is said to be of weight < S o [6, §2] .
We now focus our attention on one of these spaces. The equivalence of (a) and (b) in the following lemma follows from [7, , that of (b) and (c) from [4, IV.4.1] . We leave the implications 2. The group D ω . Real free groups have been introduced in [6] . In this work we are interested in real free groups of countable rank. Among them there is a universal one denoted D ω . In the notation of [6, §1] it is defined as where X ω is the universal Boolean space of weight S 0 and Y ω is the one point compactification of a countable discrete space S ω (and 1 is the compactification point of Y ω ). In other words D ω contains the spaces X ω and Y ω as disjoint closed subspaces, the elements of X ω are involutions of D ω (i.e. of order 2) and the following universal property is satisfied.
(1) Every continuous map φ from X ω U Y ω into a profinite group G, such that φ(x) 2 = 1 for every x ^ X ω and φ(l) = 1; uniquely extends to a homomorphism φ:
The following properties of D ω follow from the study of real free groups in [6] .
(2) rank(Z) ω ) = S o (since both X ω and Y ω are of weight K o , by [6, Lemma 2.2] ).
(3) InvZ) ω is closed in Z) ω , and X ω is a closed system of representatives of the distinct conjugacy classes of InvZ) ω [6, Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3] . (4 (2) and [5, Corollary 10.5] ). (7) the following characterization of D ω makes it especially attractive: PROPOSITION 
Let R be a countable real closed field and let F = R(t) be the field of rational functions in one variable over R. Then G(F) = D ω .
Proof. By [6, Proposition 4.1 We shall see that the converse of the property (6) above is also true. But first we need a lemma, which is an easy corollary of some of the deeper theorems of [5] . It appears as Lemma 3.5 of [6] . LEMMA 
], G(F) = D(X(F), H) where X(F) is
Let P and G be realprojectiυe groups, (a) There exists a closed system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of Inv(G). (b) Let a: P -> G be a continuous epimorphism and let X be a system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of Inv(P). If a maps X bijectively onto a system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of
Proof. Note that the existence of a homomorphism γ: G -> D ω such that φ o γ = 77 is already guaranteed by the definition of real projective groups. Our task is to use the assumption on the weight of G and to show how to choose γ to be injective. Our proof breaks into parts.
Part A: Choosing a more convenient basis for D ω . By Lemma 2.2(a), there exists a closed system X of representatives of the conjugacy classes of InvG.
Claim. With no loss we may assume that ττ(X) c φ(X ω ) and H = Indeed, for each AE7Γ(I) we may choose a g = g(A) E G such that h π (8) e φ(X ω ) 9 since π(X) c τr(InvG) c φ(Invl) ω ) and X ω is a system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of D ω9 by (3) . We replace then X by X= U which is also a closed system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of Inv G and satisfies 
ρ(y) = y for y e 7 0 , and *,J>« for/ = l,...,/ι.
Then p extends to a homomorphism p: Z) ω -> Z) ω . But p 2 (z) = z for all z e X ω U y ω , hence p 2 , and therefore also p, is an isomorphism. It follows Problem (1) is said to be finite if B is a finite group. By Lemma 1.2(f), there exists a continuous surjection γ 0 : X ω -> / 0 such that 77 © γ 0 = φ on X ω . Define γ t : Y x -> B such that π © γ χ = φ> on ί^ and let γ 2 : Γ 2 -> Kerτ7 be a bijection. Finally define γ 3 : Y 3 -> 5 by γ 3 (7 3 ) = 1. The map γ: I ω uy ω^i that extends these four maps is continous and π ° γ = φ on X ω U Y ω . Therefore the unique homomorphism γ: D ω -> B that extends it satisfies TΓ ° γ = φ. Moreover, Kerπ c γ(Z) ω ) and φ(l) ω ) = 7r(5) = yl, hence γ is an epimorphism. This also implies that γ(InvZ)) is the smallest involution domain that contains y(X ω ) = I 09 hence γ(Invl)) = /. D We strengthen Lemma 3.2 by going to a countable inverse limit. COROLLARY (c) follows from (2) . D
Consider the following diagram (1) in which A is a finite group, B is aprofinite group of rank < N o , and φ and π are epimorphisms. Let I be a closed involution domain in B such that π(I) = φ(InvD ω ). Then there exists an epimorphism
The following assertion is used in the sequel. Its proof is left to the reader. LEMMA 
Let φ: G -> H be an epimorphism of profinite groups and let S be a subset of G. If G o is the smallest closed normal subgroup of G containing S, then φ(G 0 ) is the smallest closed normal subgroup of H containing φ(S).
The key to the Lubotzky-v.d. Dries method [10] Also, p(G rt ) = Z p and InvG n c if, by (3) . To check (6) we consider anεE InvH which satisfies φ(ε) e C, and let σ(l),..., σ(n) e G belong to distinct cosets modulo G n . Then ε σ (1) ,..., ε σ( " } e φ-^C) represent distinct conjugacy classes in G n . Indeed, if ε σ(y) = ε σWτ , where 1 <y, k < n and r G G n , then σ(A:)τσ(y)" 1 = 1 or σ(/:)τσ (7)" 1 = ε, by Lemma 4.1(b) . In both cases σ(k)τσ(j)~ι e G n , whence
In particular, G = Λf/f, which implies that 
5.
Algebraic realization of real projective groups of rank < K 0 . We are now in a position to apply the information about real projective groups of rank < S o gathered so far to realize them as the absolute Galois groups of algebraic PRC fields. Thus is our main result. 
